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Guiliani takes WTC plans from the NYC dept. of BLDG
Silverstein scans obsolete conceptual drawings by L.E.
Robertson and send them to Steven Jones BYU Prof.
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Only feasible explanation
for contents of buiildings
being completely
shredded, dust and free
fall on 9-11 within
recorded event.
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1993 The bombing of WTC 1
basement was orchestrated by the FBI to
create reason for major remodel to add
thermite sheeting over faces of columns.
WTC 2 had thermite included in the bases
of the interior box columns but WTC 1 did
not.

1787 Constitution

Lincoln, 1859 :"the
people are the rightful
masters of the congress
and the courts." The
mechanism of Article V

Suspension of the "old
republic"

1895, supreme court clerk
writes in margins that
corporations have the rights
of persons. From this
comes corporate dominace
of western society.
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2.

civil war

3.

Act of 1871, corporate
constitution

4.

North wins because funding from
England and it gains control over
official authority "of colony"

End constitution

The people intervene &
stop the destruction with
Article V

14.

1999 START treaty with Russia for disamament causes
evidence of missle silos with concrete encapsulated HE to be
destroyed in US, 4,000 by 2004.

WTC-Demolition plan, Concrete encapsulated C4

9-11

8.

1949 Operation Paperclip
brings nazi scientists into
US for military purposes.

13.

Military
9.

10.

Cognitive infiltration with heavily funded
false movements and icons uses DOT COM
to sabotage, socially, Americans efforts to
determine the truth of 9-11. This extends to
the constitution and environmental concerns
as well.

12.

1994 DOT COMthe internet is given to
commerce

Free speech abridged for
usurpation of the
constitution

1983 The USENET-global village

DARPA

DOD munitions plant
produces high tensile steel
rebar w/C4 coating for WTC.
"The Engineering and
Constructon of the Twin
Towers" DOC., 1990

Psychology
Science
Academia Engineering
Genetics
Medicine

COLD WAR SECRECY Abuse of the unconscious
Money laundering for
construction of underground
facilities

1953, MKultra: operation bluebird, cleareyes

Civil Gov.

7.

1965
Self destruct sub bases and missile silos-concrete encapsulated
C4

1913, the federal reserve is created.

1912, titanic sinks with 40 of Americas
weathiest people who opposed America
leaving the gold standard.

1911, 2/3 of the states against the federal
government leaving the gold standard apply
for an Article V convention, congress
violates their oath, the law and the
constitution by failing to convene delegates.

1943, New World Order
formed by Muslim, Jesuit and
Jew in Persia

With the path of the people, as "masters" defending and restoring Constitutional Government

History and Timeline of the New World Order Destruction of The Constitution for the united states of America,
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